Introduction {#sec1}
============

Oncologic patient care and clinical trials are increasingly relying on radiological images for the assessment of therapy response. Currently, the radiological assessment of therapy response is predominantly based on tumor size changes measured using methods such as the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) ([@B1]) or Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (RANO) ([@B2]). This is a major limiting factor, as the effects of many therapeutic agents at the microscopic level precede the eventual changes in tumor size. Several quantitative imaging methods are being explored to provide objective measures of microscopic tissue characteristics for early and longitudinal therapy response assessments ([@B3]--[@B7]). The reliability and reproducibility of these quantitative imaging methods, both in healthy subjects and patients, are warranted for evaluating clinical trials and eventual use in routine clinical practice.

One of the microscopic tumor properties that has gained increased attention is angiogenesis, which is well recognized to support tumor proliferation and infiltration ([@B8]). Among various methods to measure angiogenesis (ie, tumor blood supply), arterial spin-labeled (ASL) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has emerged as a promising method ([@B9]), particularly in the brain ([@B10]). Unlike other perfusion-weighted imaging techniques such as positron emission tomography (PET) using ^15^O-labeled water, ^99m^Tc-labeled single-photon emission computed tomography, or iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed tomography, MRI does not involve ionizing radiation. Furthermore, compared with dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI and dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) MRI, ASL-MRI uses water as the endogenous tracer and does not require the injection of gadolinium-based contrast agents. Hence, ASL-MRI is well-suited for longitudinal monitoring of patients with cancer without the concerns of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis ([@B11]), gadolinium deposition ([@B12]), or cumulative radiation exposure ([@B13]).

ASL uses the combination of radiofrequency pulses with gradients to magnetically label the blood upstream from the imaging region of interest. After a postlabel delay (PLD), during which the labeled blood perfuses the tissue, its accumulation is measured using standard MR acquisition methods. Because the perfusion replaces only about 1%--2% of the brain water every second, the tissue perfusion is measured by subtracting the labeled image from a control image that does not label the blood upstream. Consequently, ASL images are inherently low in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and are commonly acquired using multiple signal averages ([@B14]). The low ASL signal is also often compromised by signal variations owing to physiological noise, which is an impediment for accurate and reliable perfusion measurements. Hence, background suppression (BGS) using multiple inversion pulses is highly recommended for ASL acquisitions to minimize these artifacts ([@B15]). Therefore, 3D segmented acquisitions like 3D stack-of-spirals using multiple refocusing pulses or 3D gradient and spin echo (GraSE) that use a single excitation per repetition and are optimal for BGS are recommended by the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (ISMRM) ASL expert panel consensus for brain imaging ([@B16]). Several groups have shown good reliability and reproducibility of ASL-MRI-measured brain perfusion in healthy volunteers using these techniques ([@B17]--[@B19]). However, all of these acquisition methods are prone to image distortions in areas with increased B0 inhomogeneities such as skull base near bone--air interfaces and in patients with GBM who often undergo craniotomy. Furthermore, automated tumor segmentation algorithms, generated using coregistered anatomical images, are increasingly considered for objective measurements of therapy response ([@B20]). Image distortions induced by spiral- or GraSE-based acquisitions make it challenging to accurately coregister and extract various tumor components for longitudinal assessment.

To address these limitations, we recently developed a 3D turbo spin echo (TSE) using Cartesian acquisition with spiral profile reordering (CASPR) combined with pseudocontinuous ASL (pCASL) for robust noncontrast perfusion imaging ([@B21]). Brain perfusion images acquired using 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR showed improved robustness to signal variations and image distortions compared to 3D pCASL with GraSE in healthy volunteers. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the intrasession reliability of brain and tumor perfusion measured using 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR in both healthy volunteers and patients with GBM at 3 T.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Subjects {#sec2-1}
--------

The study was approved by the institutional review board and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects before participation in the study. Two healthy volunteers (2 females, both 26 years old) and 6 newly diagnosed patients with GBM (female, 1; males, 5; mean age, 58 ± 14 years) were recruited. The 2 healthy volunteers were scanned at a single time point to evaluate the intrasession reliability, while the 6 patients with GBM were enrolled for multiple scans before, during, and after chemoradiation treatment ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this ongoing study, not all subjects have been scanned at all time points owing to compliance and scheduling issues. However, as we are focused on intrasession reliability in this study, all imaging sessions from different subjects are included for the analysis. Therefore, in total, 14 imaging sessions were performed including healthy volunteers and patients with GBM. The inclusion criteria for the patients were as follows: histologically proven GBM; no prior treatments such as chemotherapy, radiation treatment, and antiangiogenic therapy, except for surgery; and patients scheduled to undergo standard chemoradiation treatment (6 weeks of external beam radiation therapy with concurrent Temozolomide).

![Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) session time points in patients with GBM (A). MRI including ASL was performed before, during, and after the chemoradiation treatment at the following times (weeks)---week 0: baseline before the treatment; week 3 ± 1: third week of treatment; week 6 ± 1: sixth week of treatment; week 10 ± 2, 4 weeks after the treatment. The MRI protocol includes the 2 repetitions of 3D pseudocontinuous labeling (pCASL) with turbo spin echo Cartesian acquisition with spiral profile reordering (TSE-CASPR) (B).](GP-TOMJ200010F001){#F1}

MR Imaging {#sec2-2}
----------

All imaging was performed on a 3 T MR scanner (Ingenia, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using a 32-channel head coil. Brain perfusion was measured using 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR as described before ([@B21]). In brief, labeling was applied with selective radiofrequency pulses (duration = 480 μs, interval = 1210 μs, B1~average~ = 1.07 μT) and corresponding gradients (G~average~ = 0.36 mT/m, G~max~ = 5 mT/m) ([@B22]) for 1.8 seconds followed by a 1.8-second PLD before acquisition. The labeling plane was positioned axially across the carotid arteries, right below the cerebellum. BGS was used over the entire imaging volume to reduce the signal from static tissues. BGS used a combination of spatially selective saturation pulses (at 4.7 seconds before acquisition), selective C-shaped frequency offset corrected inversion (C-FOCI) pulse (3.6 seconds before acquisition) ([@B23]), and 4 nonselective C-FOCI pulses applied at 1750, 675, 200, and 30 milliseconds before the acquisition to null background tissue signal across a wide range of T1 values. In addition, spatially selective inflow saturation pulses were applied over a 15-cm slab inferior to the labeling plane at 1000, 800, 600, 400 and 200 milliseconds before the acquisition to reduce the postlabeled arterial signal in the major vessels. The ASL data were then acquired using a 3D TSE-CASPR, which used a pseudospiral trajectory on a Cartesian grid with earlier echoes in each echo train sampled at the center of the k-space. This sampling scheme allowed shorter effective echo times (TE~eff~) and improved the stability of ASL signal by averaging out the signal variations.

In each imaging session, a standard clinical protocol along with 2 repetitions of ASL using 3D TSE-CASPR was performed for each subject ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Gadolinium-based contrast agent (Gadavist) was administered only for the patients with GBM, and hence, DCE-MRI, DSC-MRI, and postcontrast acquisitions were performed only in patients with GBM. 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR was performed twice in the axial plane, ∼20 minutes apart, with the following parameters: TR/TE = 6000/14 milliseconds, FOV = 220 × 220 × 110 mm^3^, matrix = 64 × 64, slices = 42, acquired resolution = 3.5 × 3.5 × 6 mm^3^, reconstructed resolution = 3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^, echo spacing = 2.8 milliseconds, turbo factor = 80, label duration = 1.8 seconds, PLD = 1.8 seconds, signal average = 1, in a 3-minute acquisition. A proton-density-weighted (M~0~) image was acquired to calculate quantitative cerebral blood flow (CBF) maps using the same acquisition parameters, but without labeling, BGS, or inflow saturation in 1 minute and 30 seconds. For comparison, ASL images were also acquired using the vendor-supplied 3D pCASL with GraSE acquisition in all subjects matching the same acquisition parameters as 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR except for: TR/TE = 3900 / 14 milliseconds and signal averages = 3. 3D pCASL with GraSE was acquired in a total scan time of 4 minutes and 30 seconds, including a M~0~ acquisition, matching the total acquisition time of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR. Therefore, the total acquisition time of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR and 3D pCASL with GraSE, both including M0 images, was 4 minutes and 30 seconds each.

Data Processing {#sec2-3}
---------------

3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR images were reconstructed on the scanner using an in-house-developed reconstruction that included complex k-space subtraction ([@B24]). The custom-built reconstruction was implemented on the scanner reconstruction platform (Philips recon 2.0), which performed the complex subtraction between the control and label images in the k-space, followed by Fourier transformation to generate the perfusion difference images (ΔM). Voxel-by-voxel perfusion quantification of the brain was performed in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) using [Equation (1)](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"} with the following parameters: T1~blood~ = 1650 milliseconds, labeling duration (τ) = 1800 milliseconds, PLD = 1800 milliseconds, and tissue-blood partition coefficient (λ) = 0.9 ([@B16]). The inversion efficiency of pCASL labeling was 0.8, with an additional inversion efficiency of 0.75 by BGS, which gave the net labeling efficiency (α) = 0.6 ([@B25]). CBF maps of 3D pCASL with GraSE images were automatically generated on the scanner using vendor-supplied reconstruction. $$CBF = \frac{6000 \cdot \lambda \cdot \Delta M \cdot \text{e}^{\frac{PLD}{T_{1,blood}}}}{2 \cdot \alpha \cdot T_{1,blood} \cdot M_{0} \cdot \left( 1 - \text{e}^{\frac{- \tau}{T_{1,blood}}} \right)}\text{m}\text{L}/100\text{g}/\text{m}\text{i}\text{n}$$

Brain masks of M~0~ images were generated with the brain extraction tool in FSL ([@B26]--[@B28]). For CBF analysis in normal-appearing gray matter (NAGM), all quantitative CBF maps were coregistered and normalized to a standardized space (Montreal Neurological Institute template, MNI space) within FSL by FMRIB\'s Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) ([@B29], [@B30]). Standard anatomical regions of interest (ROIs) from MNI Structural Atlas including the cerebellum, frontal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital lobe, temporal lobe, putamen, and thalamus were used as templates for the ROI analysis. All ROI templates were applied to the coregistered CBF maps from both 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR and GraSE. For CBF analysis in tumors, ROIs were manually drawn using free hand tool on visually hyperperfused regions in ASL images using Horos DICOM viewer (Purview, Annapolis, MD). All voxels containing hyperperfused signal on ASL images were included without any specific size limitations. Tumor ROIs were drawn on the first run of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR and copied over to the second run. Tumor ROIs were also copied to structural images including 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE (both pre- and postcontrast images), T2-weighted, and T2 FLAIR images for further confirmation.

Statistical Analysis {#sec2-4}
--------------------

The mean ± standard deviation (SD) of NAGM and tumor CBF values in mL/100 g/min for both 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR and 3D pCASL with GraSE were tabulated. The Bland--Altman and linear regression analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism (GraphPad, San Diego, CA). The reliability between the 2 runs of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR images were measured using intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). ICC estimates and their 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated using SPSS statistical package (SPSS, Chicago, IL) based on a single-measurement, absolute-agreement, 2-way mixed-effects model. Within-subject coefficients of variation (wsCV), defined as the ratio of the standard deviation (SD) of the difference between repeated measurements to the mean of the repeated measurements, were also calculated.

Results {#sec3}
=======

Perfusion images of the whole brain were successfully obtained in healthy volunteers and patients with GBM. Representative CBF maps in mL/100 g/min of a 26-year-old healthy volunteer are shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. No major differences were observed in the CBF maps between the 2 runs of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR (top 2 rows) and 3D pCASL with GraSE (bottom row). Similar CBF maps were also obtained from all 3 runs of pCASL in patients with GBM ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Compared with 3D GraSE, 3D TSE-CASPR generated CBF maps with better tumor-to-normal background tissue contrast (solid arrow) and reduced image distortion (dashed arrow). The increased robustness of 3D TSE-CASPR versus 3D GraSE is more evident in juxtaposition to standard anatomical T2-weighted images ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Although the tumor (solid arrow) is clearly visible on all acquisitions, the image distortion seems to displace the tumor posteriorly on 3D GraSE compared to 3D TSE-CASPR and T2-weighted image. Furthermore, there is increased image distortion observed on the 3D GraSE images near sinuses due to higher B0 inhomogeneities (dashed arrows).

![Representative cerebral blood flow (CBF) maps of a 26-year-old healthy female volunteer shown in multiple axial slices acquired during the first run of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR (top row), second run of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR (middle row), and 3D pCASL with gradient and spin echo (GRASE) (bottom row). Overall, the CBF maps were consistent between different acquisitions. The color bar shows the perfusion values in mL/100 g/min.](GP-TOMJ200010F002){#F2}

![Representative CBF maps of a 47-year-old male patient with GBM shown in multiple axial slices acquired during the first run of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR (top row), second run of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR (middle row), and 3D pCASL with GraSE (bottom row). Overall, the CBF maps are visually very similar between different acquisitions, including tumor (solid arrow). 3D TSE-CASPR images provided better tumor to background gray matter contrast and are more robust to B0 inhomogeneities when compared with 3D GraSE (dashed arrow). The color bar shows the perfusion values in mL/100 g/min.](GP-TOMJ200010F003){#F3}

![Representative CBF maps acquired using 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR (middle row) and 3D pCASL with GraSE (bottom row), compared to standard anatomical T2-weighted images (top row) of a 72-y-old male patient with GBM shown in multiple axial slices. The color bar shows the perfusion values in mL/100 g/min.](GP-TOMJ200010F004){#F4}

The average CBF values along with SD in NAGM and tumors of both 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR and 3D pCASL with GraSE across 14 imaging sessions for several common ROIs are shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} along with the corresponding box and whisker plot in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Overall, the CBF values measured using 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR were slightly higher than the CBF values measured using 3D pCASL with GraSE. Similar lower CBF values using 3D pCASL with GraSE were also observed compared to 2D pCASL with EPI ([@B31]). However, the CBF values were consistent between the 2 runs of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR showing high correlation in both NAGM (R^2^ = 0.91) and tumors (R^2^ = 0.96) ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Bland--Altman plots together with 95% confidence interval (CI) of the CBF values in NAGM and tumors showed good agreement with minimal bias between the 2 runs of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The 95% limits of agreement were between ±5 mL/100 g/min for NAGM with 0.16 bias, while it was ±8 mL/100 g/min for tumors with −0.06 bias. The ICC was consistently high (≥0.90) across all NAGM ROIs, and was particularly high in tumors (0.98 with 95% CI: 0.97--0.99) ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The within-subject coefficients of variation was relatively low in all NAGM ROIs (3.40%--7.12%), and these were also low in tumors (4.91%).

![Quantified CBF measurements in all regions of interest (ROIs) from normal-appearing gray matter (NAGM) and tumor regions across all the imaging sessions for both runs of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR and 3D pCASL with GraSE. The CBF values are consistent between the 2 runs of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR and very similar when compared with 3D pCASL with GraSE.](GP-TOMJ200010F005){#F5}

![Correlation plots of 2 CBF measurements in mL/100g/min using 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR from all ROIs in 14 imaging sessions, measured in NAGM (left) and in the tumors (right). The estimated linear regressions show excellent linear correlation between the 2 runs of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR-measured CBF values.](GP-TOMJ200010F006){#F6}

![Bland--Altman analysis measured across all ROIs in 14 imaging sessions showed no significant bias between the 2 runs of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR. 95% confidence intervals of the agreement are shown in red dashed line. The left plot shows CBF values from NAGM, and the right plot shows CBF values from tumors, suggesting good agreement with minimal bias.](GP-TOMJ200010F007){#F7}

###### 

Mean ± SD of CBF Values in mL/100g/min Measured Using 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR and 3D pCASL with GraSE in Multiple ROIs Including Tumor over 14 Imaging Sessions

                 Cerebellum   Frontal Lobe   Occipital Lobe   Parietal Lobe   Putamen      Temporal     Thalamus     Tumor
  -------------- ------------ -------------- ---------------- --------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ -------------
  3D TSE-CASPR   30.5 ± 5.2   34.8 ± 9.6     33.9 ± 6.5       35.2 ± 8.3      29.1 ± 7.2   33.0 ± 7.4   30.1 ± 5.5   51.6 ± 19.3
  3D GraSE       23.7 ± 4.3   29.6 ± 7.7     29.0 ± 5.7       30.0 ± 6.8      24.3 ± 4.9   27.2 ± 5.6   26.1 ± 4.8   47.5 ± 19.7

###### 

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) and Within-Subject Coefficient of Variation (wsCV) Observed for CBF Measurements Between the 2 Runs of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR

              Cerebellum   Frontal Lobe   Occipital Lobe   Parietal Lobe    Putamen      Temporal     Thalamus    NAGM^[a](#TF2-1){ref-type="table-fn"}^     Tumor
  ---------- ------------ -------------- ---------------- --------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ---------------------------------------- ------------
  ICC            0.91          0.98            0.92            0.98           0.90         0.95         0.95                       0.95                       0.98
  95% CI      0.76--0.97    0.95--0.99      0.79--0.97      0.94--0.99     0.74--0.97   0.95--0.98   0.86--0.98                 0.93--0.97                 0.97--0.99
  wsCV (%)       4.42          3.95            5.13            3.40           7.12         4.94         4.08                       4.81                       4.91

^a^Normal-appearing gray matter (NAGM) includes all gray matter ROIs.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

Tumor angiogenesis is integral to aggressive tumors such as GBM, in that it facilitates tumor growth and infiltration. Noninvasive methods to quantify tumor perfusion at the baseline (before therapy initiation) and more importantly for longitudinal assessment of therapy response will be beneficial for personalized patient care. ASL-MRI has recently emerged as a noninvasive quantitative perfusion imaging technique and is commercially available for brain imaging on MR scanners from major vendors. Although several groups have previously reported the good reliability and reproducibility of ASL-measured noncontrast perfusion in the brain, almost all studies have been performed in normal healthy volunteers. Chen et al. showed high intrasession reliability (low wsCV \< 5%) and good intersession reproducibility (wsCV \< 10%) in 12 healthy volunteers ([@B17]). Similarly, Wu et al. showed consistently high intra- and interscanner reproducibility, with ICC \>0.95 and 0.92, respectively, in 8 healthy volunteers ([@B19]). Based on these works, ASL consistently showed good reliability in healthy volunteers. Additionally, Xu et al. have performed intrasession reliability of ASL-MRI in elderly patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer disease (AD) with good ICC (\>0.9) ([@B32]). Kilroy et al. have performed a test--retest reproducibility in MCI and AD subjects with moderate ICC (0.7) ([@B33]). However, none of the repeatability studies have been performed in patients with brain tumor. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first report of intrasession reliability of ASL-measured noncontrast perfusion in brain tumors.

There have been several different flavors of ASL preparation methods and data acquisition methods that have been developed by various groups. The introduction of pseudocontinuous ASL (pCASL) ([@B34]) and the endorsement of this technique by the perfusion study group of ISMRM ([@B16]), propelled pCASL as the foremost technique to measure brain perfusion owing to its increased SNR and compatibility on modern clinical scanners. This consensus paper also recommended stack-of-spirals or 3D GraSE techniques as preferred readouts owing to their compatibility with BGS to minimize physiological and instrumentational noise. However, these data acquisition methods are more sensitive to B0 inhomogeneities ([@B35]), which are increasingly encountered in patients with GBM, who often undergo craniotomy and also often contain intratumoral hemorrhage. The 3D TSE acquisition using Cartesian sampling (ie, TSE-CASPR) that we have previously developed ([@B21]) addresses these shortcomings and shows increased robustness to image artifacts. In this study, we showed the high intrasession reliability of this method in measuring brain perfusion in both healthy volunteers and in patients with GBM, including tumor perfusion (≥0.9 ICC).

Compared to other perfusion methods, there are several advantages to ASL-measured noncontrast perfusion. ASL does not use exogenous contrast agent and are very amenable for repeated studies. While gadolinium-based contrast agent administered DCE or DSC-MRI can be performed to measure blood flow, these techniques are semiquantitative and are sensitive to mathematical modeling and fitting algorithms ([@B36], [@B37]). Even using a digitally generated data set with DSC-MRI acquisition parameters ([@B38]), Bell et al. have reported significant variations in the pharmacokinetic parameters based on the underlying analysis software ([@B39]). The quantitative analysis of ASL-measured perfusion is relatively simple and requires only the M~0~ image using the same acquisition parameters as the ASL image ([Equation \[1\]](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). This simplifies the quantitative analysis, making the ASL measurement relatively insensitive to modeling errors, which is an important feature to enable robust and reliable quantitative measurements. Furthermore, the use of exogenous contrast agents limits the capability of performing repeatability studies using DCE- or DSC-MRI.

We have also developed a 3D-printed perfusion phantom for the assessment of ASL-measured noncontrast perfusion ([@B40]). This phantom enables the development of quality control protocols that can be used to assess the performance of ASL-MRI technique. The use of 3D stack-of-spirals or 3D GraSE techniques is often challenging in such small phantoms owing to low coil loading and increased B0 inhomogeneities. The 3D TSE-CASPR acquisition, with its increased robustness to B0 inhomogeneities, can enable this analysis in the perfusion phantom. As part of the Quantitative Imaging Network (QIN) collaborative projects, future work will consider a multisite evaluation of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR using this 3D-printed perfusion phantom. This will facilitate the quality assurance and quality control protocols for the eventual use of ASL-MRI-measured noncontrast perfusion in clinical trials and in routine patient care.

There are several limitations to our study. First, we performed only intrasession reliability of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR in this preliminary evaluation. For eventual use of any quantitative imaging technique, both intrasession reliability and intersession reproducibility are required. Future studies will perform these assessments in both patients with GBM and age-matched healthy volunteers. Second, we evaluated this technique in only 6 patients with GBM, but imaged at multiple sessions. However, these data are from an ongoing clinical study (Clinical trial: NCT03922984), and we anticipate to have more subjects at the conclusion of the study. Third, we performed the reliability of 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR, but not with 3D pCASL with GraSE owing to limited scan time. However, 3D pCASL with GraSE was acquired using 3 signal averages in our study to improve the SNR. We will consider each of these signal averages as a separate acquisition and evaluate the intrasession repeatability in patients with GBM on a larger cohort. Furthermore, we will consider multiple acquisitions using 3D pCASL with GraSE in healthy volunteers. Finally, we used automated methods to extract ROIs in multiple gray matter regions by registering the ASL images to MNI space but manual segmentation was used to extract the tumor ROIs. Although precautions were taken to extract the same tumor ROIs between multiple acquisitions, these ROIs are subjective. We are developing automated tumor segmentation algorithms using convolutional neural networks ([@B41]) for objective assessment of tumor ROIs that can be used for future analysis. The improved robustness of 3D TSE-CASPR with minimal to nonexistent image distortion will readily facilitate this automated tumor segmentation even in ASL images.

In conclusion, 3D pCASL with TSE-CASPR provided robust CBF maps in both healthy volunteers and patients with GBM with high intrasession repeatability at 3 T. This approach can be an appropriate noncontrast and noninvasive quantitative imaging method for longitudinal assessment of therapy response and management of patients with GBM.
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